
Meeting Minutes – June 18, 2009 conference call 

Attending:  Melissa Coffin (LCSP), Mark Rossi (CPA), Alex Stone (WA ECY), Cheri Peele (CPA), Greg Morose (TURI), 
Deanna Conners (OR DEP), Tom Hornshaw (IL DEP), Mary Butow (TURI), Terri Goldberg (NEWMOA), Liz Harriman 
(TURI), Janet Clark (TURI), Pam Eliason (TURI) 

Discussion about Flow Chart 
Mark Rossi recommended that we use a flow chart to provide an easy to follow visual depiction of the 
alternatives assessment process.  A draft of the Business NGO Working Group model (developed by Cherie 
Peele), which was done to address that group’s recommendations for doing alternatives assessment within a 
regulatory context, is currently on the wiki and we discussed whether this was an appropriate level of detail.  
The group agreed that it was not entirely right, but that a flow chart would be useful.  The flow chart for our 
purposes should depict the agreed upon steps, largely following the steps outlined on the navigation bar of the 
wiki, and should make flexibility clear.  Pam will attempt to create a more appropriate flow chart for the wiki. 

Profile Chemical Hazards and Exposures  
Cherie described the work that’s gone into that section of the wiki.   

Definition of “Safer Alternatives”  
Definitions were included in this section as they help to direct the process of creating a profile of a chemical’s 
hazards and exposure issues.  We agreed that this wiki should propose one definition of “safer alternative” that 
states using the wiki protocol could adopt.  This would facilitate one of our goals, which is to create a common 
language between states.  At the same time, we agreed that providing examples that states who already are in 
the process (WA, ME, MI, CA) should be presented.  While we want to promote the use of a common language 
and protocol, we also want to acknowledge that each state will have to make many of its own choices, such as 
with the definitions.  We also discussed the location of the definition, and we will likely include it in the 
Introduction section that presents the goals of an alternatives assessment as well as in the alternatives 
assessment section of the protocol.  

 Hazard Characteristics 
There are 19 characteristics (end points) currently listed in this section.  We discussed categorizing the end 
points similarly to how it is done in the Global Harmonizing System (GHS) – that is, by physical, human health 
and environmental hazards.  In addition we discussed providing definitions of each of the end points and a 
summary of the criteria associated with these end points.  Note – TURI and LCSP are currently working on a 
matrix that compares the criteria established by a number of tools, including GHS, Green Screen, P2OASys (a 
method developed by TURI), and the TURI Five Chemicals Study criteria.  We can attach this matrix to this page 
and to the Resources page for additional guidance.   

Sources of Information 
There was some discussion about providing a tiered approach to the sources states might utilize when profiling a 
chemical of high concern.  The sources that a state chooses to use will also be dictated by the scope of their 
individual alternatives assessment process.  Some states use other government’s authoritative sources, while 
others rely more heavily on peer-reviewed scientific data.   

Cherie Peele has agreed to continue to work on the Profile Chemical Hazards and Exposure section as the 
content leader.  Others are encouraged to provide thoughts and examples either directly into the wiki or to 
Cherie. 
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Important Process Questions that Need to be Resolved 
There are a number of questions that we have touched on in past conversations that have yet to be fully 
resolved.  Part of the reason for this is that we are operating as a very informal collaboration between states as 
they are able to participate.  This may be the best way to move forward as we work on the wiki in that it 
eliminates any approval process that would further slow down our progress.  However it does make resolving 
outstanding process questions more difficult.  Be that as it may, the outstanding process questions that we need 
to discuss and resolve together are: 

1. Do we want the wiki to continue to be visible to anyone who knows where to look for it on the web, 
or do we want to make it invisible to anyone not invited in to participate until we have the content 
more closely finalized?  The concern about visibility is that it may cause outside parties to consider the 
content as representing any one state’s current or future policy.  It also opens the process up to criticism 
from parties that may want to influence the process (i.e., incorporating risk assessment into the 
process).  The benefit of being more visible is that it allows people who know where to look for it to use 
what they see to help in creating their own alternatives assessment policies (i.e., progressive companies 
wanting to manage the choices of chemicals they use in their operations). 

2. Do we want to have our work become a formal part of the Interstate Chemicals Clearinghouse (IC2) 
process, and if so, when?  The IC2 is developing a formal governance structure to help it in guiding the 
process of interstate collaboration around the development and use of chemicals data for things such as 
alternatives assessment.  The IC2 has obtained funding from several of the participating states, and 
could potentially provide financial assistance to us as we continue our work on alternatives assessment.  
In addition, the members of the IC2 have identified alternatives assessment as one of their priority uses 
of the data.  Having our work become an official part of the IC2 would allow states to report back to 
their leaders (typically the commissioners or directors of the environmental regulatory agencies) about 
concrete work that is being accomplished.  Becoming an official part of the IC2 might influence the 
collaborative process that we are currently utilizing, though how it might impact that is not yet clear. 

3. Do we want our final product to be a document or continue to be an evolving wiki?  We discussed this 
to some degree, and it seemed that most people on the call felt that we need to consider having the 
work we do be accessible to a variety of people, including those who work with and use hard copies of 
final documents more easily than they do electronic or internet-based resources.  We seemed to agree 
that having both a final electronic version of the final alternatives assessment protocol as well as 
maintaining a dynamic wiki would be best.  But this should be discussed and resolved with the larger 
group. 

We agreed that these discussions should happen in a venue where as many members of our collaborative group 
can participate as possible and that this should not interfere with the steady progress we are making on the wiki 
itself.  Therefore we’ve agreed to coordinate a separate and shorter call where we will look to have at least 
2/3rds of our members present for the discussion.  The date has not been determined. 

Next Steps 
Our next conference call date has been moved to Thursday July 23 to accommodate certain members’ vacation 
schedules. 

Additional work will be done to complete the first section of the protocol (i.e., Identify Chemicals of High 
Concern) and we will initiate a deeper look into the second section of the protocol (Identify and Prioritize 
Alternatives). 
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• Alex Stone will take the content lead on the “Identify Function, Use and Class” page.   

• Pam will gather information on prioritizing uses, based on an EU study done by the Karlsruhe Research 
Center, to incorporate into the “Prioritize Uses for Further Evaluation” portion of the site.   

• Cherie will incorporate examples from the WA chemical action plan process for that section as well.  

• Deanna Conners and David Livengood will take the content lead on the next major portion of the wiki 
protocol, “Identify and Prioritize Alternatives”.   

The agenda for our next call will include a brief discussion of those sections, and discussion about the Identify 
and Prioritize Alternatives section.  We will also briefly discuss the “outstanding questions” described above, and 
schedule a call to discuss those in more detail, with a goal of arriving at an agreement. 

All are encouraged to participate in the content addition to the wiki and to join in our upcoming call.   

Notes about Using the Wiki 
Many people have expressed hesitation in adding content directly to the wiki, worrying that it might be 
perceived as disrespectful.  Please rest assured – we are all participating in this wiki with the common 
understanding that it is an organic and informal collaborative effort and that all contributions are welcomed.  If, 
however, you are still uncomfortable, or if you would prefer to have your contributions vetted prior to having 
them incorporated into the wiki, please feel free to contact our content leaders directly. 

If you are curious about how any individual page has evolved you can easily track the modifications by scrolling 
to the bottom of the page where you will find a yellowish green text box that identifies the last person to 
contribute to the page.  Within that box you will see the words “Latest page update: made by someone, Today, 
10:04 AM EDT (about this update - complete history)”. Click on “complete history” to view all comments and 
contributions made to the page. 
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